
A look at the last 
40 years….



ORCHESTRAL LANGTREE SOCIETY - WOODCOTE 1996
Over the past few years, several members have asked me how and when our orchestra 
began. I thought you may all be interested to read the following.

It was in 1971 that the orchestra came into being, as a music class at the Evening Adult 
Education Centre, Langtree School, Woodcote, with just eleven players, mostly 
woodwind!

The L.O.S, is now an independent music society affiliated to Langtree School, the title 
coming from the old Langtree Hundred, Many members are people who have either 
started to play as adults, or have taken up their instruments again, having learned as 
children.

The orchestra is basically of classical size with approximately 50 registered members, 
but as works demand, extra players are invited, the repertoire being geared for the 
orchestra giving a good performance,

Concerts are given twice a year and in addition an annual workshop at Shiplake College in 
midsummer, to which non-members ire invited. On these occasions, the facilities of the 
grounds, including a swimming pool are at our disposal. Other informal occasions are 
arranged, to which friends are invited,

We are fortunate indeed to have Paul as our conductor and 1 am sure you all feel that a
regular attendance (especially the strings) is a courtesy he is entitled to.

Louise Warner

Music Librarian to the Orchestra.



Some early 
concert 
programmes…





Langtree visit to Belleme - 2003.















Belleme trip 1988…





Belleme trip 1992…

Touring is 
tough…..





Some reviews…



Orchestral humour….





Golden Rules for Ensemble Playing

Sent in by Thelma Wise

Everyone should play the same piece. .

Stop at every repeat sign and discuss in detail whether to take the repeat or not.

Carefully tune your instrument before playing. That way you can play out of tune all night with 

a clear conscience.

Take your time turning pages.

The right note at the wrong time is a wrong note and vice versa. 

If everyone gets lost except you, follow those who got lost.

If a passage is difficult, slow down. If it is easy, speed up. Everything will work itself out in the 

end. If you are completely lost, stop everyone and say "I think we should tune".

Happy are they who have not got perfect pitch, for the kingdom of music shall be theirs.

If the ensemble has to stop because of you, explain in detail why you got lost. Everyone will be 

very interested.

A wrong note played timidly is a wrong note. A wrong note played with authority is an 

interpretation.



A Sincere Apology

I'm sorry, Mr. Schumann, I really tried my best

To play that final movement and its nasty, tricky test.

May I call you Robert, now I feel I know you well?

And I'm sure it wasn't purposeful, you put me though that hell.

I tried to count the half bars and I watched Paul's steady beat 

But I couldn't keep the rhythm even when I tapped my feet

(I sometimes do that quietly, Bob, to help me count the time;

All it did on this occasion was to help this verse to rhyme.

I don't mean I don't concentrate or write things when I'm 

playing 

I just mean that the tapping didn't help - that's all I'm saying.)

Nils seemed unaware of this his playing seemed sincere

He saved the day for all of us, he'd practiced - that was clear!

The symphony was lovely, Bob, it shouldn't be distorted

But sometimes all those fast bits made our bowing quite

assorted:

We upped instead of downed and the first desk did it too, 

And when they mixed their own ups, well then, what were we 

then to do?

We followed what we thought was right; it worked well for a 

while

But in those lebhaft movements we just missed you. By a mile.

I don't suppose you mind too much but I still feel quite silly

(Can't even blame the temperature The church was less than 

chilly.)

So next time we play Schumann, Bob, (as we are bound to do)

I'll practice thirteen hours a day - If you'll write something new!

Adrian King




